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0 of 0 review helpful A great and rather complex finish to a terrific series By Jonathan Weller Never Call Retreat Lee 
and Grant The Final Victory A Novel of the Civil War by Newt Gingrich William R Forstchen is the last entry into 
their impressive trilogy of the American Civil War As one may expect the majority of the twists and turns of the book 
there are definitely surprises that will either have you screaming hoor The New York Times bestselling authors of 
Gettysburg continue their inventive series with this remarkable answer to the great what if of the American Civil War 
After his great victories at Gettysburg and Union Mills General Robert E Lee s attempt to bring the war to an end by 
attacking Washington D C fails However in securing Washington the remnants of the valiant Union Army of the 
Potomac are trapped and destroyed For Lincoln there i ldquo With each book in their ongoing alternate history cycle 
Gingrich and Forstchen have gone from strength to strength as storytellers rdquo William Trotter The Charlotte 
Observer ldquo The authors research is impeccable hellip the reader i 
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introduction this guide describes the manuscript collections containing materials for civil war research in the special 
collections department of the university start by marking the killer angels the civil war trilogy 2 as want to read 
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number of slaves in the lower  archives and past articles from the philadelphia inquirer philadelphia daily news and 
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hundreds of generals commissioned in the american civil war this civil war diary is published here to be read and used 
for historical enjoyment knowledge and research purposes by all 
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